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Foreword
It is a privilege to take up
the Chair of the West of
England Local Enterprise
Partnership and to
welcome Katharine Finn
and Sue Rigby as Joint Vice Chairs.
The West of England is a region where ideas
flourish and where businesses grow. We
have one of the highest productivity levels
in the UK outside of London, host the UK’s
biggest aerospace cluster, have a worldrenowned creative sector and four prestigious
universities. It is also a place that a diverse
population of people call home. With a
collaborative business community and a highly
skilled population our region’s economy is
built on strong foundations.
The West of England Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) brings the voice of
business and universities into the West of
England Combined Authority. We have seen

significant challenges over the last two years
due to Covid, but we have been able to bring
our collective voice to ensure that these
challenges have been recognised and where
possible funding and support made available.
This has included re-focusing existing support
and identifying opportunities for further
investment in areas critical to our recovery.

We publish this report as the Government
publishes its Levelling Up White Paper. I
was encouraged to see the recognition of
the positive impact of LEPs, of their future
value, and of the plans to bring these closer
to Mayoral Combined Authorities. We look
forward to working with colleagues to take
these plans forward.

We are committed to creating a better,
greener future for our region and to shaping
a compelling and ambitious regional strategy
that champions the economic success of the
region locally, nationally, and internationally.
Through the LEP we are funding projects and
activities that benefit businesses, schools,
colleges, universities and residents. These
are reflected in the case studies included in
this report. As we move into 2022 and beyond,
we will continue to focus on activities that
will support recovery and help to build a
sustainable future. Priorities will include green
infrastructure, sustainable transport and the
creative and cultural sectors.

I cannot finish without recognising the
incredible contribution of our Board Members.
Their diverse range of skills and experience,
and willingness to go the extra mile, ensures
that the business voice continues to play a
critical role in shaping the region’s future.
Together we remain passionate about the
region and committed to ensuring the West
of England is firmly on the map as a place of
creativity and innovation.
Richard Bonner
Chair of the West of England
Local Enterprise Partnership
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Local Growth Fund
Through three competitive Growth Deal
funding rounds, the LEP secured a total
of £202.1m from the government’s Local
Growth Fund that has been invested
in the West of England from 2015-2021.
This funding is matched by over £600m
of additional investment from local partners,
Government and the private sector, and
together will create over 9,000 jobs.
The LEP secured a total of £13.7m capital
funding from the Getting Building Fund
to help deliver major projects which are
planned to stimulate jobs and support the
region’s economic recovery. This funding is
matched by £47m of additional investment
from local partners, Government and the
private sector, and will create or safeguard
some 2,400 jobs, while also benefiting more
than 265 businesses.
The project and programmes funded through
the Local Growth Fund and Getting Building
Fund are detailed on our website:
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/LEP-Projects-.pdf

Local Growth Fund

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

2,220
60
2,381
2,216
£46m
£19m
£86m
£105m

1,207
50
2,381
2,216
£47m
£20m
£90m
£110m

Getting Building Fund

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Jobs created
Homes enabled
Funding
Private Sector Match Funding
Public Sector Match Funding
Total Match Funding

0
0
£6.85m
£2.10m
£4.90m
£7.00m

0
0
£6.90m
£2.15m
£5.01m
£7.16m

Jobs created
Homes enabled
New learner provision (m2)
New learners benefiting
Funding
Private Sector Match Funding
Public Sector Match Funding
Total Match Funding

Total to
March
2021
5,522
50
34,153
8,053
£202.1m
£60m
£270m
£330m

Total
planned by
2024/25
9,927
1673
37,353
9,931
£202.1m
£110m
£503m
£613m

Total to
March
2021
0
0
£6.90m
£2.15m
£5.01m
£7.16m

Total
planned by
2024/25
2,400
244
£13.7m
£15.1m
£32.0m
£47.1m
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Local Growth Fund projects

Cattle Market Road Demolition

Future Space, University
Enterprise Zone, University
of the West of England

Construction Skills Centre,
Bath College

Food Works, South West Food
& Drink Innovation Centre

Bristol VR Lab:
A coworking space for
development in the fields
of Virtual, Augmented and
Mixed Reality technology

Future Technology Centre,
Weston College

Bath University – Institute
of Advanced Automotive
Propulsions Systems (IAAPS)
Bristol & Bath Science Park,
providing the space and
support for science and
technology businesses
to accelerate their growth

National Composites Centre

Bromley Heath Viaduct,
South Gloucestershire
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Careers Hub and Enterprise Adviser Network
The Careers Hub and Enterprise Adviser
Network (managed by the Combined Authority
and the LEP) receives funding support from
the Careers and Enterprise Company, a
national body funded by the Department for
Education. The Careers Hub supports all
secondary schools and colleges in the West
of England region, giving them the skills,
knowledge and information that they need
to deliver effective careers programmes
and enable local young people to fulfil their
potential.
In the past year we have supported schools
and colleges to:
l

l

l

l

l

l

Careers Hub and Enterprise
Adviser Network

l

Grant Funding
CA Investment Fund
Total Funding

l

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

£504k
£175k
£679k

£338k
£136k
£475K

Provide additional resources to support
students to understand Labour Market
Information specific to the LEP region.
Train careers leaders in schools through
funding.
Enable additional careers activities to be
delivered by providing small grants.

Targeted support for disadvantaged students
through the Effective Transitions Funding.
This will support 100 young people from
across the region to make successful post-16
transitions.
Building capacity within virtual schools to
better support looked after children through
the Hub Incubation Funding.
Total from
April 2018 to
March 2021
£776k
£225k
£1,001k

l

l

l

Next year we will be focusing on:

Adapt to delivering virtual employer
engagement opportunities for students.
Deliver targeted support for students
who face barriers to achieving successful
transitions.

Enable more students to benefit from
employer-led curriculum delivery by training
more teachers on how to embed careers in
the curriculum.

Aligning school provision to the green skills
and Net Zero agenda.
Influencing school and college leaders to
better resource careers provision to ensure
all young people are benefiting, with a focus
on those who face additional barriers.
Providing targeted support for employers
and Special Educational Needs & Disability
schools to work together to better support
their learners’ next steps.

The Careers Hub is part of an integrated
portfolio of employment and skills services
delivered by the Combined Authority and LEP
which helps us maximise its value for the
West of England. For example, through our
£8m Workforce for the Future programme
(see below) a dedicated resource has been
created to link schools and colleges directly
with employers.

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

Forecast
2023/24

Total planned
by 2024/25

£485k
£158k
£643k

£245k
£72k
£317k

£38k
£0
£38k

£1,580k
£473k
£2,053k

*Funding for the Careers Hub works across academic years which means there are sometimes discrepancies in spend across
financial years. All funds for the project will be fully committed within the parameters of our grant funding with the CEC.
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CASE STUDY: Collaboration between Gordano school and Low Carbon Gordano
The Careers Hub has supported teachers
to collaborate with local employers so that
students have the opportunity to understand
how their learning links to the world of work.
At Gordano school, as a result of the training
and support from the Careers Hub, the
science teacher was able to work with Low
Carbon Gordano to deliver the Year 8 ‘Energy’
project. The company provided information
about energy output from the solar array and
students were asked to complete an energy
efficiency audit of their own homes. The
students produced posters which received
detailed feedback via an informal video from
one of the directors, including tips about
communicating information and selecting
examples of particularly good practice.

“It has worked out better from our
perspective than even we thought it
would and has got to be one of the
most productive and worthwhile
collaborations with a company I’ve
done (and I’ve done lots!)”
Representative from Gordano school
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Invest Bristol & Bath
Invest Bristol & Bath (IBB) is the inward
investment service for the West of England
managed by the Combined Authority. With an
in-depth knowledge of sectors, technologies,
talent, and a network of key ambassadors and
international contacts, the team know what
makes the West of England the best place
to invest. The team supports foreign direct
investors and UK national companies to set
up and expand into the region. Through a
programme of strategic account management,
we also support companies in the region as
they grow and expand, with hands on advice
and intelligence.
Through targeted lead generation and
international market priorities, the team
secure inward investment aligned with the
West of England ambitions, enabling decent
jobs and opportunities for residents. By
promoting the region’s amazing innovation
and creativity to the world IBB help to put the
West of England on the map for national and
global success generating increased public,
private and international investment into the
region.

Invest Bristol & Bath
Businesses investments
supported
Jobs created
Investment leads
generated
LEP funding

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Cumulative
total to
March 2021
320

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

40

40

Total
planned by
2022/23
400

21

47

660
175

1,591
332

9,388
1,183

1,600
160

1,200
160

12,188
1,503

£1,000k

£860k

£5,660k

£1,140k

£1,000k

£7,800k

CASE STUDY: NMI
A leading global FinTech firm in the West of
England, NMI is one of the world’s leading
card payment technology companies. NMI
enables payments in different ways and
places, all with the utmost security and
reliability. Developed in Bristol, their work
has been used across the globe in over 40
countries, from software that drives ATM
machines through to technology used to buy
a train or bus ticket.

“There are many benefits to NMI
being located in Bristol – the
vibrant and multicultural city,
excellent transport links and an
enviable location making attracting
and retaining staff much easier.
There’s also a rapidly growing
FinTech sector in the region and
some of the best universities on
the doorstep giving access to a rich
NMI is an example of a business that can
talent pool. We have a particularly
thrive in the West of England but also gives
strong relationship with the
back to the region; offering work placements
University of the West of England
to local University students every year,
providing consistent customer support during that not only prepares students for
the needs of the job but also how to
the pandemic to ensure businesses can
integrate into the working world”
adapt, and promoting sustainable transport
and health & wellbeing support to their staff.
https://www.bristolandbath.co.uk/case-studies/
nmi/

Jeremy Gumbley, NMI CIO/CSO
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Growth Hub
The Combined Authority’s Growth Hub is
instrumental in helping new and existing
businesses thrive and to secure decent jobs
and opportunities for residents. The Growth
Hub is co-funded by the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) and the Combined Authority. It is a
free service that combines national and local
business support, offering programmes that
respond directly to what businesses say are
critical for recovery and growth.
In the last year the Growth Hub has
significantly expanded its reach into the
business community using additional resource
to support needs related to Brexit, the
Covid-19 pandemic and business recovery.
Enterprise advisors are successfully helping
businesses to identify growth potential
and take up support. Our business support
programmes, and vast network of partners
offer tailored sector-specific support to
accelerate innovation, improve sustainability,
develop workforce skills, and drive growth.
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/casestudies/noiser/

Growth Hub

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Businesses Supported
CLGU Grant Funding
CA Investment Fund
Total Funding

1,200
£700k
£1,600k
£2,300k

4,584
£830k
£540k
£1,370k

Total from
March 2016
to March
2021
11,262
£2,480k
£540k
£3,020k

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

Total
planned by
2022/23

4,500
£770k
£1,280k
£2,050k

4,500
£700k
£945k
£1,645k

20,000
£3,950k
£2,765k
£6,715k

CASE STUDY: Noiser
Noiser, a Bristol-based Podcast company
specialising in history and drama storytelling
with immersive sound design, benefitted
from support to respond to challenges they
faced during the Covid-19 pandemic. Noiser
received a £2,000 grant from the Creative
Scale Up programme to develop a sales team
and define a clear strategy to drive sales.

“For Noiser, we are not looking for
generic business support; I liked
how the scheme’s supervisors
made us aware that we could
find our own mentors and they
were able to help connect us with
pertinent professionals they were
in touch with. This was crucially
important. We found value in the
grant available as it allowed us to
put finance into the business where
it was needed most. Having that
‘cushion’ has been instrumental in
us growing our business.”
Pascal Hughes, Founder
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Creative Scale Up
The Creative Scale Up programme was initially
a two-year pilot programme funded by the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport
(DCMS). It aims to help creative businesses in
the West of England access finance through
an intensive sustainable growth support
programme. Creative Scale Up also mobilises
regional and national investors, encouraging
them to invest in the West of England hotbed
of creative businesses through a programme
of events, targeted marketing and the
development of the Invest In Creative Toolkit.
In response to the pandemic the programme
delivery moved online creating savings which
were repurposed to extend the programme for
a third year. This project is due to complete in
March 2022.

Creative Scale Up
Businesses Supported
DCMS Grant Funding

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

55
£650k

57
£650k

Total from
January 2020
to March 2021
57
£1,300k

Forecast
2021/22

Total planned
by April 2022

20
Not applicable

77
£1,300k

CASE STUDY: Auroch Digital
The Creative Scale Up programme offers
regional creative businesses and freelancers
a five-month support programme with access
to grants, mentoring, workshops, one-toone support and 360 peer feedback. Auroch
Digital, a games design & development
company were part of the first cohort of
creative business to join the programme and
have experienced rapid growth.
The support grant funded “Digital Table Top
Fest” 2020/2021; an online event that offered
Auroch the opportunity to recruit an event
planner to co-ordinate a hybrid event of both
physical and online experiences. It allowed
the team to build longer-term networks
which added value and gave extra support,
through increased coverage via partner
platforms and amplification of Auroch’s work.

“The mentoring side of the
programme we found really useful,
it gave us an opportunity to talk
about our overall strategy and gain
confidence in what we’ve already
put in place.”
Tomas Rawlings, Founder

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/casestudies/auroch-digital/
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Culture and Creative Economy Recovery Fund
The Combined Authority recognised the impact
of the pandemic on self-employed people,
with creative freelancers in particular having
a higher percentage of the workforce affected
by the pandemic compared to other industries.
Building on the Creative Scale Up support,
a £2m Cultural and Creative Economic
Recovery Fund programme was established,
providing direct grant support to freelancers,
alongside a bespoke creative sector support
programme, which includes mentoring,
training and peer-to-peer. This project
is due to complete in December 2022.

CASE STUDY: Acting Out
Acting Out is a theatre education company
which has benefitted from the Combined
Authority’s creative freelancer grants. Jacqui
Ham, business owner and Drama teacher,
was awarded £3,000 to expand the business,
undertake professional development and take
a different approach in light of the pandemic.

“The Combined Authority has been
very supportive, which will help
me to grow my partnerships with
schools and to develop my own
practice with different age groups.
The grant has been essential in
helping me to grow my business.”

The grant has meant the workshops, classes
Jacqui Ham, Drama Teacher
and performances have been able to run in
communities not previous reached and build
relationships with new schools & teachers.
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/casestudies/acting-out/
Culture and Creative
Economy Recovery Fund

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

Businesses Supported
West of England Recovery
Fund
DCMS Grant Funding

332
£1,250k

30
£369k

£2,000k

Total Funding

£3,250k

Not
applicable
£369k

Total
planned by
2022/23
362
£1,619k
£2,000k
£3,619k
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Workforce for the Future
Workforce for the Future will improve skills
to benefit residents and businesses across
the region. It is a £4.1m fund supported by a
further bid for £4m from the European Social
Fund for activities to link small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) with the right talent,
creating new employment opportunities for
residents.
Take up of the programme has been impacted
by the pandemic, with SMEs focusing primarily
on the immediate impacts of cashflow,
Workforce for the Future

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Businesses supported
ESF Grant Funding
CA Investment Fund
Total Funding

120
£993k
£974k
£1,967k

21
£373k
£373k
£746k

however we are now seeing a steady increase
in SMEs engaging with the programme as
the economy has reopened. A total of 50
businesses had completed meaningful activity
on the programme as of March 2021. This
was primarily through the Creative Workforce
for the Future Pilot Project which ran from
October 2019 to March 2021. The number of
businesses completing activity has now risen
to 66 (as of September 2021) with a further
132 businesses onboarded to the programme
and working with one or more of the delivery
partners.
Cumulative Forecast
total to
2021/22
March 2021
50
239
£515k
£1,100k
£515k
£1,100k
£1,030k
£2,200k

Forecast
2022/23

Forecast
2023/24

95
£1,500k
£1,500k
£3,000k

95
£816k
£954k
£1,770k

Delivery is expected to increase in 2022 as
SMEs switch their focus from survival to
recovery and growth. The longer-term impacts
of the pandemic alongside those of the UK
exiting the EU means that labour and skill
shortages are now being experienced across
many sectors. Workforce for the Future offers
a range of bespoke support solutions helping
SMEs develop their existing staff, as well as
linking them to local talent emerging from the
skills system.

Total
planned by
2023/24
479
£4,000k
£4,100k
£8,100k
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Low Carbon Challenge Fund
The Low Carbon Challenge Fund (LCCF)
supports the shift towards a low carbon
economy, by funding energy saving
improvements and innovation; and it helps
businesses recover from the financial impact
of the pandemic by reducing utility bills.
The project as a whole has £3.5m capital
grant available, comprised of £2.1m from the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
and £1.4m from the West of England Recovery
Fund. An additional Recovery Fund allocation
covers staff costs, which means that the ERDF
funding is now entirely available as grant. The
overall targets have therefore been updated
since the last report.
LCCF is managed by the Combined Authority,
reporting to: the Department for Levelling
Up, Housing and Communities for the ERDF
funding, and the West of England Combined
Authority Committee for the Recovery Fund
monies.

Low Carbon Challenge Fund

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Total from Forecast
April 2019 2021/22
to March
2021
5
25
86
£543,267 £712,018 £1,916,857

Forecast
2022/23

Total
planned
by
2022/23
111
222
£871,914 £3,500,789

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Total to
March
2021

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

ERDF Businesses Supported
41
ERDF Grant Funding
£284,630
ERDF - Private Sector Match £426,945
Funding
WofE Recovery Fund
0
Businesses Supported
WofE Recovery Fund Grant
£0
WofE Recovery Fund £0
Private Sector Match Funding
Total Funding
£711,575

4
£43,267
£73,309

24
£212,018
£375,221

70
£516,857
£516,857

0

0

10

20

30

£0
£0

£0
£0

£100,000
£34,167

£200,000
£68,333

£300,000
£102,500

£116,576

£587,239

Businesses Supported
43
ERDF and West of England
£984,630
Recovery Funding
Private Sector Match Funding £5,326,945 £3,402,346 £3,704,258 £1,751,024 £740,247 £6,195,529
Total Funding
£6,311,575 £3,945,613 £4,416,276 £3,667,881 £1,612,161 £9,696,318
LCCF - Green Business
Grants

Total
planned
by
2022/23
91
185
£671,914 £1,400,789
£671,914 £1,563,992

£1,167,881 £1,612,161 £3,367,281

LCCF has three grant streams: Green Business
Grants, the Innovative Local Energy Scheme
and the Innovative Housing Retrofit Scheme.
l

The take up of Green Business Grants was
significantly affected by the pandemic and
the financial uncertainty facing businesses
in 2020, which is reflected in the figures.
However, a second Green Business Grant
window, held from January to July 2021,
received over 120 applications. This positive
12
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response indicates a returning confidence
for many businesses. A third six-month grant
round will begin from December 2021. To
date, 70 SMEs have been awarded £616k
grant to make energy saving improvements.
This is 36% of the £1.7m pot. In addition, 168
SMEs have received a free Decarbonisation
Report to help them understand their
greenhouse gas emissions and practical
ways to reduce them.
l

l

The first round of the Innovative Local
Energy Scheme grant was awarded at the
end of March 2021 to a community-led
wind turbine project, which is expected to
be operational by late 2022. This project
will increase renewable energy generation
and help deliver the Lawrence Weston
Community Plan through a long-term
income stream. The total cost estimate
has been reduced since the last report. A
second £800k grant competition is currently
underway and will be awarded in early 2022.

LCCF - Innovative Local
Energy Scheme

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Total to
March
2021

Forecast
2021/22

Businesses Supported
1
1
1
0
ERDF Grant Funding
£500,000 £500,000 £500,000
£0
ERDF - Private Sector Match £4,900,000 £3,329,037 £3,329,037
£0
Funding
WofE Recovery Fund
0
0
0
5
Businesses Supported
WofE Recovery Fund Grant
£0
£0
£0 £800,000
WofE Recovery Fund £0
£0
£0 £1,200,000
Private Sector Match Funding
Total Funding
£5,400,000 £3,829,037 £3,829,037 £2,000,000
LCCF – Innovative Housing
Retrofit Scheme

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

Businesses Supported
ERDF Grant Funding
WofE Recovery Fund Grant
Total Funding

1
£200,000
£300,000
£500,000

0
£0
£0
£0

Total to
March
2021
0
£0
£0
£0

Forecast
2022/23

Total
planned
by
2022/23
0
1
£0 £500,000
£0 £3,329,037
0

5

£0 £800,000
£0 £1,200,000
£0 £5,829,037

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

1
£200,000
£300,000
£500,000

0
£0
£0
£0

Total
planned
by
2022/23
1
£200,000
£300,000
£500,000

The Innovative Housing Retrofit Scheme
grant, a pilot project to test new technologies
and approaches in hard-to-treat homes, will
be awarded in early 2022.
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CASE STUDY: Pentagon Sport (South) Ltd.
The West of England Green Business Grants
Scheme offers capital grants to SMEs in the
region to improve the energy efficiency of
their buildings and/or business operations.
The grant pays for 50%-80% of costs
depending on the business size, location
and project. Pentagon Sport Ltd is one of the
businesses which has benefitted from this
grant, being awarded £3,420 towards their
relocation project.
Based in North Bristol, Pentagon
manufacture and install playground and
outdoor learning products and facilities
for schools and nurseries. Pentagon used
the grant money to replace the existing
fluorescent lighting to fit eco-friendly LED
lighting with sensors to help save energy.
The improvements overall have meant a 73%

reduction in energy use as well as giving
the business an annual saving on their bills
of £2,665.
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/casestudies/pentagon-sport//
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Business Innovation Fund
The Business Innovation Fund provides grant
funding and wider support to SMEs that
are progressing research and development
(R&D) activity that will bring innovative
new products, processes and/or services
to market. The programme budget includes
external funding (ERDF), private sector
contributions, and match funding from the
Combined Authority’s Investment Fund.
Business Innovation Fund

Businesses Supported
CA Investment Fund
ERDF Funding
Private Sector match Funding
Total Funding

SMEs can access the fund via application
rounds, of which two have been opened to
date, with a third to be opened in late 21/22.
Applications are competitively assessed
following their submission. 21 businesses
have been allocated funds (totalling £510k
and levering a further £940k in private sector
contributions) so far to support SMEs to carry
out R&D projects, such as: i) testing/trialling
how to optimise of a low carbon energy
microgrid and ii) developing educational

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

0
£63k
£52k
£0
£115k

0
£53k
£43k
£0
£96k

Total from
April 2020
to March
2021
0
£53k
£43k
£0
£96k

technology (EdTech) that supports vulnerable
children and young people. Further awards
are to be made in early 2022.
The financial and output figures provided in
this delivery plan are an update and reflect
a realistic reprofile of when SME project
delivery, and related spend, will occur.

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

*Total
planned by
2024/25

15
£88k
£200k
£151k
£439k

35
£88k
£830k
£1,500k
£2,418k

50
£241k
£1,450k
£1,650k
£3,341k

*Includes residual spend in 23/24
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South West Energy Hub
The Combined Authority is the host and accountable
body for the South West Energy Hub which supports
organisations across the wider South West of
England to identify, develop and implement projects
that reduce energy use and the transition to Net
Zero.
In 20/21 the Energy Hub received £52.95m from
BEIS to deliver the Green Homes Grant Local
Authority Delivery Phase 2 project across the wider
South West. This is in addition to the £4,197,938
received to date for delivery of its other programmes
including: Local Capacity, Rural Community Energy
Fund, Council Tax & Business Rates Pilot and Social
Housing Technical Assistance Pilot.

South West Energy Hub

Total Funding

In the West of England the Energy Hub procured
City Energy to deliver £7.5m of energy efficiency
retrofit work as part of the Green Homes Grant Local
Authority Delivery Phase 2 programme. This will be
delivered in 21/22.
The Energy Hub also worked with the West of
England Local Authorities to identify opportunities
for renewable energy generation across their estates
and other key sites, and also to develop future
housing retrofit projects.
Working at the regional level the Energy Hub
helped to develop and launch the Energy Planning
Integrated with Councils (EPIC) project. This £500k
project is a collaboration between the Energy Hub,
the Combined Authority, Western Power Distribution,

Forecast
2020/21

Actual
2020/21

£1.8m

£0.903m

Total from
April 2018
to March
2021
£1.352m

Wales & West Utilities and Regen to take an
innovative data and modelling tools approach to
understand the impact on distribution network
of future strategic development and enabling the
exchange of information with strategic master
planning and local plans to understand how best to
manage the network for future demand.
As part of the Rural Community Energy Fund the
Energy Hub has funded Bath & West Community
Energy to undertake feasibility studies into
establishing a renewables-powered electric vehicle
charging network.

Forecast
2021/22

Forecast
2022/23

*Total
planned by
2024/25

£55.12m

£2.05m

£59.81m

*Includes residual spend in 23/24
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FIND OUT MORE
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/about-us/local-enterprise-partnership/
strategy@westofengland-ca.gov.uk
0117 428 6210

